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A PDF add-on for the built-in PDF reader of MiXplorer file manager. MiXplorer v6.57.6+ has to be installed first and it won't be visible in your launcher. It can be uninstalled from Android or MiXplorer settings.

The Silver version doesn't need this add-on. You can download it from here:
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.mixplorer.silver
Updated on
Aug 30, 2023
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Safety starts with understanding how developers collect and share your data. Data privacy and security practices may vary based on your use, region, and age. The developer provided this information and may update it over time.[image: Icon image]No data shared with third partiesLearn more about how developers declare sharing
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February 13, 2024
Great for opening all kinds of documents like EPUB, PDF etc. Please add a One-Page mode which displays only one page and instead of scrolling the document, it should just display the new page like a PowerPoint Presentation.
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No
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June 6, 2020
Why not just pre install along with the mixplorer app itself?i mean image viewer and video player comes along installed so why do i have to download it separately?? Update: When using the app to open and scroll down to a page which still hasn't rendered caused my phone to become unresponsive and sometimes crash the app for to high ram usage and also cause my phone to reboot. Maybe make some low ram/legacy device optimisations.I think it's a great app and could be a nice light weight pdf reader
4 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No




Hootan Parsa
June 7, 2020

Please send me an email and the built-in log file and tell me how to reproduce the error. Thanks.
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March 1, 2019
It's fast but it does not lock when zoomed in and just flows around on the screen like skipping on ice which is very anoying. It would be nice if it did like Pocket book and lock right and left when zoomed in so you can scroll up and down and keep the zoomed in text where you want it. So unusable for me at this point.
7 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No
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What's new


- Updated target SDK version to 33.
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Al Mamzar, Al Zarooni building 3, 13th Floor, No 1308 - Dubai - United Arab Emirates
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